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JEAN WALJE

COLLEGES ARE LIKE CAFUERIAS
By Judy L. Henke

Colleges are like cafeterias. A cafeteria is similar to a restaurant;
it is a place to eat. You serve yourself on a tray as you walk along a counter
which has many foods on display. When you see what you like, you place
it on your tray. At the end of the counter you must pay for the food which
you have chosen.
A college is a place to nourish our minds, a place to increase oUr
knowledge. We serve ourselves to some extent. The cafeteria counter compares to the foundation of the college. The moral standards, the type of
institution it is, and the instructors it hires will determine bow long it will
be able to support the pressures which are placed on it. The food on the
counter is represented by the courses which the college offers. The meats are
the general requirements of the college, the vegetables are the courses
required for a major, the salads are the courses required for a minor,
and the desserts are the electives. The beverages may be compared to
the social life on the campus.
The price we pay could be represented by many things. We might
consider it to be the fees and tuition we pay each semester. It may be
the amount of work we have done and the sacrifices we have made. It
might be the diploma and degree we receive at commencement.
After the price has been paid, we are on our own. The table one chooses
in the cafeteria is comparable to the job or work that one chooses in life.
After we find a place for ourselves, we have an opportunity to test our
judgment. How well we do on our respective jobs will depend largely upon
how well we have trained ourselves. Were our choices of subjects the ones
that would be most helpful? Did we take advantage of the "bargains" more
than we should have? Was our social interest too lax? All of these questions
will be answered after we start to make our living. U we did not plan our
schedules wisely, we may find we have too many fats and starches and
not enough proteins.
Colleges are like cafeterias in many mays. The product at the end is
up to you. Make your choices wisely.

THE PROCESS OF OBTAINING AN EDUCATION
By Lind• M1rsh11J

Thesis Sentence: A mere exposure to an education does not mean that
an education will be obtained.
I. In America today, an education is a must.
A. Well paying jobs require a high school education.
B. A college education is becoming a prerequisite for most jobs.
II. The process of learning is continuous throughout our lives.
A. The period of learning begins in infancy.
1. Our parents are our first teachers.
2. What we learn from them is the basis of furthering our
education.
B. The elementary school is the beginning of our educational journey.
1. Her e we learn the essentials for furthering our education.
2. Our social development is also begun in elementary school.
C. High school is a step higher in our educational journey.
1. In high school we continue to apply what we learned in
elementary school.
2. New fields are opened up to us in high school.
III. Graduation from high school doesn't mean that one's education is
completed.
A. College is becoming a pa·rt of the individual's dream.
B. More people are attending colleges now than ever before.
IV. The extent of one's education depends on how the person applies himself.
A. Education cannot be bought.
B. Education is primarily self-education.
In America today, an education (the process of training and developing knowledge, skill, mind, character, etc.) is a must. In applying for a
job, one of the first questions asked is how much education the applicant
has.
A few years ago a high school education was the requirement for
most jobs. Those times have changed. These days a college education is
a prerequisite for obtaining most well-paid jobs. This does not mean that
ooe cannot obtain a job unless he has attended college. It simply means
that for getting the best paid jobs a college education is preferable to the
lower educational level.
Learning is a process that continues throughout our lives. It begins
in infancy where we are taught to stand and to walk alone, to talk, and
to care for ourselves. Our teachers are our parents. It is from them that
we learn the basic fundamentals for furthering our education.
The elementary school is the beginning of our formal educational
journey. It is here that we learn to read, to write, and to do many other
things that will help us as we continue through life. Another thing we
learn in elementary school is how to get along with others. Our social
development is one of the most important steps in our educational journey.
Upon completion of the elementary school we can add another step
to our educational ladder' by entering high school. High school is a continuation of things learned in elementary school. ' The big difference is
2

that in high school the fields of learning become more advanced tha.n
those in elementary school. These fields help us to determine what we
want to be later in llfe.
Graduation from high school doesn't mean that one's educational
journey is completed. There are many ways in which a person can further
his education.
Practically all students, at one time or .1nother. dream of going to
college. This dream is becoming not just a dream but a reality. More
people are attending college now than ever before.
Even after completing elementary school, high school, and college,
can one truthfully say he has obtained an education? This depends on
how well he has applied himself.
Education is something that cannot be bought, though many people
do not realize this. Many people start to college with the attitude that
spending lots of money will help them acquire an education. Money helps
in supplying tools that will help us in our learning, but money cannot make
us learn. Learning is left up to the individual.
All education can be considered as self·education. In school we study
materials presented to us in our textbooks. This is, indeed, part of our
education, but it is the minor part of our education. The major part of
our education is that which we get on our own.
~any famous people have been entirely self-educated. Abraham
Lincoln, one of America's finest men, was entirely self·educated. He ob·
tained his education from reading books, preferably the Bible, and from
associating wth different people.
In a land such as ours, full of opportunities, there is no reason why
anyone should be un-educated. There are millions of books in our libraries
throughout the world just going to waste. Why don't more people read
them? This is a question that has been puzzling the educators for years.
With all these opportunities available the un·educated person has no one
to blame but himself.
If people want to become educated they will have to take advantage
of their opportunities. A mere exposure to an education doe& not mean that
an education will be obtained.

THE FUNCTION OF A COLLEGE
By Janis Titus

The function of a college and its teachers is to help a student to
know, to learn, and to become. In helping a student to know, the teacher
can give him facts to learn. These facts will also help the student to
think. It is the teacher's place to give the student assignments which will
help him to think. An example of this is giving essay questions to be
answered on a test. A student can mark an answer on a sheet of paper
without much thought; but, if he has to write a paragraph about the
answer, he will have to know the answer and have to think abeut it also.
If the teacher can help a student to think and help him to know, then
he can trust that the student will become.
3

LEARNING IN THE MUD
By Stuart R. Shaffer

The last two weeks of October, 1959, were cold and wet at Fort
Knox, Kentucky. And during these days, I got a faint but intriguing taste
ol ground warfare. These fourteen days happened to be my sixth and
seventh weeks of basic training in the United States Army. "Squad
formations" was the title of the sixth week, but a better name would
be "crawling formations" , because we spent most of our time on our
stomachs.
On Tuesday night of that week, every trainee knew why the company was being called to formation after late chow, and everyone was
quiet before the first sergeant's whistle blew. Rain was falling steadily
for the third consecutive day, and the mud it made was going to make
our task longer and much more difficult. Three miles after the whistle,
the Third Training Regiment's training ground was reached. Another onehalf mile through the quagmire, and we bad reached our point of training
for the night. Lt was a flat, grassless field about 300 yards square, with
various obstacles, such as log fences and shack walls strewn carelessly
across it. I hardly noticed the field, though. My attention was held by
four .50 caliber water-cooled machine guns mounted at regular intervals
on the near end of the lot. Since the order of the chow in the company
had been 3-~1-4 that day, our platoon was the first to snake across that
brown sea. On the signal, fifty men fell flat on their bellies, and cradled
!their rifles across their arms. With the second one, we began wallowing
toward the far end of the field, which now, in the first darkness, seemed
about ten yards past infinity.
After a minute or so, the rhythm of the crawling was forgotten, and
I was listening for one sound. A short distance away, directly in my
path was a fence, three horizontal Jogs high. But, just before I reached
the barrier, the machine guns opened up with live tracers. Turning over
on my side, I looked at the shells flashing by about four feet above the
ground. As I recall, I had a strange desire to reach up and grab one,
but with a vicious shake of my bead, put the whim aside to concentrate
on the task of getting over the fence without becoming a peacetime casualty.
Still laughing about playing catch with live bullets, I put my M-1 in
my right band, and extended both over the obstacle, while sliding around
so that I lay lengthwise against the logs. Next in line for transfer was
my right leg, which I placed over the fence with my arm and weapon.
Now I was in the position that had been worrying me since the first
round of ammunition had been fired. I was squarely on top of the barrier,
and in the midst of gunfire. But I wasn't there long. One twist, and my
back was almost as muddy as my stomach, but I was over that fence,
and as tough as any twenty marines.

DIAGNOSING OUR SOCIAL IW
By P..., Spedaro

I think we have all heard the saying, "Back in the good old days."
These were truly good days. A time when everything was in its place and
all was rigbt with the world. But a sudden explosion soon jumbled the
calm, orderly world Grandma knew. World War I. And while they were
picking up the broken pieces, two men in Europe, Hitler and Mossolini,
were lighting the fuse to the second and most terrible disaster mankind
has ever seen, World War n. With a depression sandwiched in and a "police
action" later, is it any wonder that America is a nation of slightly confused
people? Americans have been living at such speed that they fail to notice
.the roadsigns that warn of decadence.
The symptomatic drug of our age is the tranquilizer. The tranquilizer
is a pill which calms the nerves and helps us to relax. Too many people
believe that their troubles can be solved, or at least postponed for a
while, with the pill. They tend to think that sitting down and working
the problem out or going out and doing something about it might take up
too much of their precious time. So they take the easy way out. When
,tranquilizers were placed on the market they became an instant success.
This is proof that Americans were looking fur a crutch and found it.
And speaking of the easy way out, another symptom of our social
ills is the alarming lack of integrity. People are too easily bought. Keepingup.with-the-Jonesesism is a religion which has many followers in: America.
As usual, the fast way is the best way. If we are not careful, we will
end up as a nation of people who can't be trusted. The most obvious
substitute for the milk of human kll1dness is soft soap, and until we can
rinse some of that soap down the drain, we must be wary that it doesn't
get in our eyes and bum us.
The third social evil is the use of the word "togetherness". People
sometimes confuse togetherness with conformity. Actually the real villain
here is the confonnist. If we are to march to a brave new world, then let
us walk as individuals with our heads held high, not as robots, which look
alike, think alike, and act alike. For then we are like puppets waiting for
someone to grab the strings.

LADY OF HOPE
By Allen Moon
A woman sits quietly, looking out over vast space. She bas no
movement, no feelings, no speech, yet she delights many lost and wandering
souls. This woman is a statue that sits in an enclosed area for all to view.
A drapery covers her delicate body, and the garment's graceful folds accent
'the position in which she reclines. With her look of tranquility, all who
view her feel more at peace. The winds and time have worn and cracked
her outward surface, but she remains the same. No matter what type of
harm may befall her, her spirit is retained. Even though her body may
become just a fragment, the desire to please the lonely will still be present.
She is the one woman in the world who doesn't count her age by the
regular duration of specific intervals. She counts her age by the number
of desolate people to whom she has been an inspiration and a comfort.
5

IN DEFENSE OF US
By Stuart R. Shaffer

A study of greatness inevitably leads to the men who have made the
most spectacular headlines and who are still remembered in layman history.
Therefore, individual superiority and mere fame are often confused. Patriots
and national heroes are sometimes blown up to human megaliths. All this
makes the task of writing objectively on greatness nearly impossible.
Mr. Schlesinger seemed to think that world conflict brought greatness
in men. But, couldn't political position have played just as important a
role in immortalizing a person as physical courage? For example, Adolph
Hitler rose to the chancellory of Germany through a combination of depression and unrest in the country, and conspiracy with a member of von
Hinderburg's family. He then began preparing his homeland, both industrially and mentally, for war. Der Fuehrer promised his military leaders
that they need not expect hostility before 1946. But, at the same time,
he stirred the masses and himself into a frenzy, so that by 1938, war
was at hand. Luckily, Hitler found an escape from his lopsided predicament through the Czechoslovakian incident. But the English position gave
him confidence, and Germany blurted into war less than one year later.
Although Germany conquered nearly all of Europe, it never really
had a chance for world domination because the move was foolishly premature on September 1. The navy, which was vital in a war with Britain,
was hopelessly puny. The Luftwaffe, despite good equipment, was undermanned, and even the much publicized and feared army was too small.
Worse, though, was the fact that Hitler dictated the German offensives
on impulse, so that the war effort was crippled by its own author.
Why then. should this man be considered great? His role on the
world stage ended in tragedy for himself and many innocents. Was Adolf
Hitler a superior man, or just a person of superior evil? I think the
latter is true.
With the passing of Dwight Eisenhower, the removal of World War
II figures is now almost complete. And Mr. Schlesinger thinks that we
have lapsed into a period dominated by "common" men. But, greatness
doesn't always go hand in hand with violence. The truly great man can
make himself unforgettable by serving man in peaceful times. Kemal
Ataturk wanted only peace for Turkey to make it economically sound.
Mahatma Ghandi desired first, freedom for India, and then, a reasonable
standard of living. He hated strife, and finally WOn independence for his
country without it.
Today in the United States, ·there are people who shall be remembered
for superiority in war, and in peaceful times. President Eisenhower and
Henry Cabot Lodge both gained greatness in the two fields. Helen Keller
and Eleanor Roosevelt are two of the finest women that have ever lived.
But, the prime example of peaceful endeavor in our time is Jonas Salk.
But. will there be greatness in America's future? The Clifton Fadimans
and Arthur Schlesingers say, sorrowfully, no. But, the truly wise men know,
that in the future, the only greatness in war will be great death.
6

"NOW ROOZE"
THE GREATEST CELEBRATION IN PERSIA

By Mananchehr Barzegar

March 21st is one of the greatest and best days for all of the Persian
people, because "Now Rooze" is coming along with spring. The celebration
of this day has remained since three thousands years ago. It should be
known that "Now Rooze" is a Persian word and means "new day."
Why the Persian people celebrate the first few days of spring has
a very interesting history. Three thousand years ago, there was a king
in Persia who w.a s the best king in Persian history. At that time, Persia
was the strongest, largest, and best civilized country in the world. It is
said that Jamshid, the king of Persia, had a very nice glass made of
gold, and he used to drink some water in 'that glass at the first moment of
every spring. After that, he was able to understand what would happen to
his country and himself by looking at the inside of the glass. Since that
tim e, the Persian people have celebrated the first day of spring. Now let
us see what the people do for this great celebration.
Almost two months before the spring, all of the people start to buy
many new things for their houses, themselves, and their relatives, and
every day one can find them shopping in the stores and bazaars. The post
7

ofiice is very busy on those days, because it has to take and send cards
and letters of greeting more than on usu al days of the year. The students
are taking their mid-year tests before the spring come9. They are very
happy, because they will have a big vacation for fifteen days.
There is a word in the Persian language which is "Salameti" and
means " health." This word begins with S and contains six letters when
written in the Persian alphabet. In "Now Rooze" celebr ation , the Persians
take seven kinds of food or fruit with the name beginning with each of
these six letters, and put them on the table. In ancient times, the people
believed that taking these forty-two different foods and fruits would bring
them health with the new year. Today, although the people don't believe
it, they keep it as a custom.
During the last few hours of the old year, everybody of a family
will get together and turn the radio or television on to wait for the
new year's coming. When the radio or television announces that the new
yea r has started, the people shake bands, saying congratulations to each
other. After a few minutes of singing, dancing, and listening to the praying
on the r adio, they sit down around the "Now Rooze" table to listen to
the king's, queen 's, and prime minister's speech. The king and the others
congratulate the people at first, and after that, talk about their plans
to make the country better and more civilized in the future. After listening
to the speecMs and having the first meal of the new year, the family start
to give the presents which they have bought for each other.
There are two different groups of people who celebrate " Now Rooze"
in different ways. The majority of the people stay at their homes for
vacation, and the rest of them leave their hometown for some beautiful
cities or sea shores to take a rest.
In the afternoon of the first day or the day after that, the people
start going to their relatives' or friends' houses to visit them and congratulate
them. It is a custom that the younger people go to the older first and
after that the older people come to them. They spend two or three days
visiting each other, and after that most people go out of the towns or cities
to some villages or mountains for the rest of their vacation. Two or three
families join together and ca mp in some place for two or three more
days, because the people have only a one-week vacation, except the students,
who have fifteen day9.
During the first month from the beginning of spring, all the radios
and television have some special programs for "Now Rooze" which are
very interesting. Then this great celebration of the Persian people comes
to an end.

• • • • •

This paper was written for English 101 by Mananchehr Barzegar, a
student from Babol, in northern Persia near the Caspian Sea. He attended
9Chool eleven years in his hometown and one year in Tehran, the capital of
Persia . Before coming to Morehead he spent eight weeks at the Sanz School
of Languages in Washington, D. C.
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LOVE
By Jarntt Davis

Your love came as the leaf on a tree comes, slowly, surely. First it
was just a bud; then when no one was watching the bud was transformed
into a beautiful green leaf. But don't forget that all too soon a leaf can
become brown and withered. Then the leaf falls to the ground where it
is trampled and crushed until nothing is left. Don't Jet your love be destroyed; guard it well. Keep it ever young and green and beautiful.

AN EMPTY AUDITORIUM
By Janice Houck

All was silent. The lights were not on, and the light coming in the
windows cast only dim shadows. The stage curtain was pulled open, and
part of the scenery for a play was on the stage. There was a piano on
the stage, and I went up and sat down on the bench.
I remembered when, once, I had sat on the same bench and played
the same piano. But the auditorium had been full that time. I had played
-and they had applauded. Yes, that had been, once. I remembered the
glory that had been mine that night. I remembered the good wishes,
the assurances of success.
But now I was alone. I struck a note, and it echoed through the
auditorium . I heard the distant whistle of a train as it went by. I began
·to hear the sounds within the auditorium.
As the echo of the note faded aw.ay, I began to play. As I played, it
seemed as if the auditorium were full once more, and that people were
listening to me again, and I played as I had never before in all my
life. I played every piece I knew. I played as if nothing could ever stop
me, and after each piece I heard the applause of the audience. I heard them
cheering, yelling, and clapping, until everything became a roar to my ears
and a blur to my eyes, and I bowed my head.
When I raised my head, I realized that I was alone once more.
The clapping and cheering had subsided and the crowds had gone. Silence
reigned once more, and I bowed my head again, this time in defeat.
I was alone, always and forever alone. For me there would be no audience.
For me there would be no more deafening applause·. For me there was
no playing before anyone.
For me. For me? Yes, what was there for me? And as I thought
in that empty auditorium, I realized that I could still give my music to
the world. I could not play before people, but I could teach what I knew,
and maybe . . . Oh! maybe someone would take what I taught and
play for the audience, and thrill them, as I could not.
Maybe I was not defeated after all! Perhaps I could turn defeat
into victory! Yes, I might still hear the thunderous applause, if not for
myself, for one of my students.
I raised my head once more, and now I felt alive for the first time
in many months. My life had not gone wholly to waste. I still had something valuable to give. I got up and went down the stairs. I walked
to the back of the auditorium , and .there I met the janitor. He looked
at me oddly for a moment, and then said, "Nice day, ain't it?" I replied,
"Yes, it is a lovely day." And once more I could look at the world aDd
say, "It is a lovely day."
9

Word Portraits
SOPHISTICATION
By Mlch..l St.wut

I am sophistication. I shall begin my sell-portrait with a short
discourse on my lineage. I am descended from excellent stock, my earliest
know ancestor being a Greek fellow, Sophistes. Another forebear was Sopbista,
a rather noble Roman. This branch of the family was extremely active in
the senate. In medieval times an ecclesiastic ancestor migrated to Britain
and became known there as Sophisticatus. I will not discourse on this luther,
for it has become tedious to me.
As ·for my character I am rather complex - hardly simple or ingenious
- and never, never naive. I am generally quite calm; it needs much to
disturb my equanimity. I am often weary and always worldly - my life
seems engulfed in abiding and constant ennui. I am languid and collected,
but I may be seen as largely brittle affectation. r am malicious, at times
I seem sinister, but within myself I am rather frightened. At best, I am
skeptical - at worst cynical; I am sometimes wise, perhaps more often
foolish. Ah, I could continue - but why?

10

INTRODUCTION TO A WORD'S LIFE
By Jean Walie

A hush born of excited anticipation enveloped the television audience
in the studio. The "folks at home" stared intently at their twenty-one inch
screens. The Master of Ceremonies, Mr. Edwards, began, " Tonight our
guest of honor is a word familiar to all of you. He is an English word
with one meaning in London and another in Brooklyn. His past travels have
taken him to numerous countries located on three continents." Millions held
their breaths as he dramaically exclaimed, "Word Dame, this is your life! "
There was thunderous fanfa re and applause as the little old word
settled his four letters in the cha ir of honor. As the roar lessened in intensity.
Mr. Edwards began, "Mr. Dame, listen very closely. You are going to hear
a sound from your past." This speech was followed by a half-animal. halfhuman sound which obviously puzzled the word.
" Think hard," said the Master of Ceremonies. "It's been near!)• thirty
thousand years since you were known by that name."
After a moment of concentration, Mr. Dame slapped his " e" and
exclaimed, "Of course! That's what my ancient friends, the Indo-Europeans.
called me. It's not an exceptionally euphemistic name, but then the objects
I symbolized were not exactly Brigitte Bardots." (Mr . Edwards led the
"courtesy laughs" that greeted this remark.) "Speaking of Miss Bardot.
the Old French language had an interesting term for me."
" That comes later ," said Mr. Edwards. "After the explosion of the
Indo-European civilization, what country did you visit?"
" I next went to Rome, Italy, where I was known by the Latin-speaking
people as domina, the feminine counterpart of dominus, which refers to the
head of the household."
"It was at this point in your life, Mr. Dame, that your definition
had its first connotation of leadership."
"Yes, Mr. Edwards, but from this tiny bit of authority I achieved
the position I now hold."
"You are an official title in England, are you not, Mr. Dame?"
The word nodded proudly, stretching his letters to their maximum
length, " I have the honor of being the feminine equivalent of an English
knight."
"You've come a great way since your first entrance into the English
language when your Middle English name was used to refer to any female."
The word smiled wth satisfaction as Mr. Edwards continued, "Yes,
Mr. Dame, your developm ent has been a long but rewarding experience, but
it is an incomplete experience. In my lifetme you have been used to r efer
to luck (Dame Fortune), elderly New England ladies, and English nobility.
You have reached a new pinnacle of success in popular or slang usage and
have been immortalized in a Rogers and Hammerstein song, 'There's
Nothing Like a Dame.' You have, in short, greatly enriched our langua~te
and will continue to do so. Yes, Mr. Dame, you have had a busy life and
a busy evening, so relax and we'll hear a word from the people that made
this evening possible - our sponsors."
11

A SHORT HISTORY OF PANTS
By Conrad Estevez

Pants, trousers, breeches, britches, slacks, shor~. jeans, or drawers
-in one form or another these two-legged togs are easily the most essential
garment in the male wardrobe. Important as pants are, their origins are
as murky as those of Stonehenge, mumblety-peg, and the wheel.
The imperial legions of Rome are reported to have encountered
breeched barbarians of the north, who wore ankle length trousers of wool
or hides bound to the legs. Thus these barbarians were the first known
wearers of pants. The Romans were at a loss as to what to call them.
The Irish had already named theirs brigis, derived from braec, which meant
speckled trout. The Romans Latinized Brigis into Brages, thence to Braccae
and on down through the years until man found himself wearing breeches.
Similarly the words drawers and trousers are derived from trews,
trouser, rouzer and trouzer, which were adapted from the French trousser,
meaning to pack, bundle up, tuck, tie up. The English word trousers was
first applied to the leg garment of the Irish. For this reason many scholars
suspect that all names for trousers stem from the Gaelic triubhas, and that
the French notion of bundling up, tucking and tying actually originated
on the "Ould Sod."
The Franks, Gauls, Goths, Picts, Jutes, Danes, Swedes and other
hardy northern types all wore trousers that were fashioned to the general
pattern of vacuum-cleaner bags and foresbadowed the popularity of knickerbockers earlier this century.
While men have been known to achieve success and happiness as
shirt-sleeved executives, hatless college presidents and barefooted philosophers,
no man has ever managed t{) get very far in our society without pants. On
a good day he would be lucky to make it to the corner mailbox.

SMILE
By Sue Galbreath
Webster's New World Dictionary speaks favorably of me when it defines

me as a facial expression showing pleasure, amusement, affection, friendliness, irony, or derision. I am often mistaken for my cousins grin, simper,
and smirk, but our purposes in life differ.
I lead a very busy life : I am used every second of every day by
people all over the world. I appear with an upward curving of the corners
of the mouth, and usually, I am accompanied by a sparkle in the eyes.
When I am called to perform my daily duties, I am never quite sure
what my purpose will be or whom I shall serve. I am used to help win
elections, to gain popularity and friends, and, sometimes, to bring peace
or to show love. The latter is my favorite task because I know that I have
been sent from the hear-t.
But no matter what my purpose is, I am always ready when called
upon. I shall never tire of my work; in fact, I wish I were used more often.
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By Muy Van Hoose
That is the way to write spring in Greek. Can we imagine that it is
really written that way, that spring was derived from three different languages
-Middle English, Anglo-European, and German? According to Webster, all
of this is true about spring. In Old English, it was written springen and
probably meant to leap or jump up quickly. The definition is true even
today.
Spring can mean the season of the year in which plant life begins to
vegetate and grow; a source of water springing or welling up from a mountain
hill, or valley; or to an elastic structure made from hardened steel, bronze,
or hard brass.
In addition, Webster characterizes spring as a "spring buck," a lively
South African gazelle, and he also oites many poets of distinction and notability who have written about one or more of spring's different 't raits. John
Dryden, who has been called "the father of English prose," wrote :
Heavens, what a spring was in his arms .. .
As can be seen, Dryden was inferring that spring has the characteristics
of a mechanism.
Likewise, in the lines of "The Vision of Sir Launfal," the poet, James
Russell Lowell, uses spring to mean the season of the year when we have
" perfect days" and when "life begins to murmur" and awaken from a
winter sleep:
Whether we look, or whether we listen,
We hear life murmur, or see it glisten:
Every clod feels a stir of might,
An instinct within it that reaches and towers,
And, groping blindly above it for light,
Climbs to a soul in grass and flowers.
Not only must we realize that the word spring, was important to
the Greeks, but we must also realize that it is very important' word in
our language. When, if ever, have we known a word that could have so
many distinct personalities and yet be likeable enough to be the center
of attention in many of our great writings? Surely, spring will stay on the
Hit Parade of words because its work is not yet finished.
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GOOD-NEAHT, GOOD-NYHT
By Jo Nell Adams

On the stroke of eight, shops began to close, and behind drawn
shades, lights clicked on. Everyone was getting ready for me-my name
is night. I am present on earth nearly haU of the time as a period of
darkness, the only light coming from a sphere in the sky surrounded by
smaller objects which produce still less light. I appear slowly and silently
with beautiful colors sometimes introducing me. Although I am the quieter
part of the twenty-four hours that make up a day, this is the time when
evil prevails. My darkness shields much of the sinfulness which takes place
in the world. My main purpose, however, is to provide the right atmosphere
for rest and sleep. This is the time when everyone prepares for another
day's work - whi ch reminds me - it's nearly six o'clock and time for me
to get ready to go to work because I have a lot of territory to cover.

SO THIS IS COLLEGE
By Wanda Holbrook

When I first came to Morehead State College, I was so miserable
rhat I could have walked home. I hated my crowded little room on the
second floor of the big brick building called Allie Young Hall. There were
only two small windows in this cubby-hole, and they were bare of curtains.
Every time that I looked out of these windows, I felt only emptiness
as I cast my mournful eyes up toward the sky and thought of home. The
tall pole on top of the hill tortured me with its three red lights which
seemed to say that I would not dare go home. The whispering pines that
surrounded the pole and covered the steep hill reminded me that it was
three months until Christmas vacation, and I would have to look at them
or pull down the shades until then. The green grass nearby wanted to stay
green just to keep Christmas from coming, and the lonely road wound
around the campus and not home.
The brick wall near the dormitory pinned me in, and the lights along
the road prevented my escape. Even the small building close by seemed
to be filled with cruel guards who were waiting for me to try to escape.
My attitude toward this place changed after two or three nights,
and I loved everything about it even the small cubby-hole that I thought
must be a closet when I first came here.
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REALITY IN THE MODERN SHORT STORY
By Don C. RIHe
It has been stated many times that "Hard · times bring out the best
in man". With reference to the short story, this statement is true. A
world war and a depression brought to the American short story a true
sense of reality. The modern short story no longer resembled the fairy tale.
The modern short story was about people. It was about real people, the
kind you have for friends and neighbors.
Not only were the charaeters real, but the situations were real also.
The situations were everyday situations-familiar situations. They were
presented in a way that brought the reader into the picture so that he
could share their joy and happiness along with their sorrow.
The family had a major role in the modern short story. The writer
presented both sides of the family, the unity and the disunity. The common
family quarrel had a great deal to do with the plot of a story, "Well,
if it gets too bad, I can always go down to the bunkhouse and sit with
Billy."
Not all of the short stories were born within the family. Many of
the short stories came from the relations of one family with another.
Ignorance and perjudice, along with fear, became major conflicts in the
short story as in life. Strange customs meant strangers, and strangers
meant trouble. A new neighbor was about as welcome as a new tax but
when you get used to either, you don't seem to notice.
Life was the theme of the short story. And, as in life, not all short
stories were serious or tragic. Humor in the short story was as important
now as it ever was. Humor was presented in the serious situation, "Good
God, Stan, the Swedes are overrunning the whole country," and in the
ridiculous "We had ghosts," the situation provided as much humor as the
characters in most short stories.
In the modern short story, no subject was taboo; no class of people
was privileged. They all met the truth in the short story. Stories about
the man of society, as well as the regular housewife were told with a
sharpmis of insight never before equalled. A day in the life of a housewife
becomes a shocking short story. The brilliant presentation of cruelty is
unmatched, "She sat up on the edge of the bed, taking the book and tearing
the pages out. Then gathering the pieces together, she went to the window
and opened it. The young man looked up at her. He began to smile. She
fumbled with the screen and slowly let the torn pages of the book fall
to the grass below."
No one was exempt !rom presentation in the short story. The rich, the
common, and the poor were presented to the masses. The common man
was the hero and the villain. The world was the situation and life was
the plot.
The writers of the short story were not presenting anything new,
but the vividness of the presentation was new. They had looked at life
and captured it in words in much the same way that an artist captures
it on canvas. The modern short story writer had provided the world
with a mirror.
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THE RIVER BANK
By Roger Dixon

Here is solitude - a place where one can go alone and be with God
and nature. The bank is soft with countless layers of leaves and sand
mixed together and piled here by floods. One can sit on these soft layers
and forget the worries of the world, hear the songs of birds as they sing
together, and listen to the dull flop of a big carp rolling and the splash
of a bass jumping for the sheer joy of living. Here, one has only to open
his eyes to see the true beauty of God's world - the brown river, ever
moving and ever powerful, capable of sweeping logs, rocks, and even an
occasional boat down its unending path. The trees, big and small, line the
bank with their green leaves, their branches thrown upward as if thanking
God for life. One can see the birds that live in these trees, their colors
in such a spectrum of beauty that no earthly being could r ecreate it. Here is
the meeting place of God and man and God's world - the river bank.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
By Su Galbreath

I still live in that house near the road, that six-room, one-story house
with white shingles. And I sWl find the comfort, the security, and the
happiness there that I found when I was younger.
I was only two when my father, mother, and sister moved there.
Memories do not carry me back that far, but I know that two years later
my brother came, and as a family of five we lived happily.
The year before I started to school seems like only yesterday. We
children rose early each morning in the summer and played until late. In
the morning we played on the rock steps behind the house until the sun
chased the dew away. In the afternoons, we changed our playground to
the front yard in the shade made by the house. When snow came, we were
confined to the rooms of the house which now had heat flowing through
them from the big stove in the living room. We kept the house ringing
with laughter, screams, and chatter . We kept it decorated with dt'pwings on
the wall, toys scattered throughout the rooms, and crumbs everywhere. My
mother worked endless hours trying to keep it sltining spotlessly.
When I became tired at school, I yearned fur the house where my
spirits immediately brightened. When I saw it as I got off the school bus,
or returned from Beta Club or Tri-Hi-Y conventions, it seemed to say
"Welcome back!" After ball games, when I was tired from cheering, yet
happy from winning, I always knew the house would be waiting. The night
of graduation, I was named valedictorian of my class, and was later getting
home than my parents. Only one small light was showing. Was it the
light in the heart of the house?
Now that I am in college, I seldom see my bouse, but oh, when I
do, those visits are treasured! The bouse seems to bold open its arms for
me to enter, and it seems to close them tightly so I will not leave. Here I
have a guardian over me, under me, and all around me, and I am never
afraid.
My bouse is there when I leave ; my house is there when I return.
When death comes ~ I hope to meet it there.
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IS DARK REALLY DARK?
By Edgel Bradley

What do we mean when we say, "We are in the dark"? We could
mean that it is night, or that we are in a darkened room, or that we do
not understand. We could even be "in the dark" in the dark, and we could
also have dark thoughts in the dark. The different meanings of dark have
been more or lees logically taken from the original. We have dark thoughts
when we are not in a gay light mood. "In the dark" on something means
we do not have enough knowledge of the subject. H the light of knowledge
is then shone on the subject, we are no longer in the dark.

SERVE THEE WARMLY
By Jim Acord

I was sitting on the floor after supper, and the family was sitting
around talking. The chatter seemed to be the same as on any evening,
and I wasn't paying much attention until I heard the mistress of the house
say, "Let's sell our wood stove and buy an electric one." The others seemed
pleased with the suggestion, but I swallowed with a rustle of coals settling in
my grate.
For years I served this family, and now I was to be sold. I suppose
I was growing old and hadn't noticed it. The metal plates that covered my
fire were drooping and cracked after years of holding up pots and pans.
My body was blackened by the 'Smoke of pies that had run over in my oven.
Even my hot water compartment was rusting out. All these were against
me, I knew, but still, how could they sell me? I, who had given them
warmth on cold winter mornings, and had given heat to prepare their
meals and bake their bread. How could they, after I had kept their left-over
sausage and biscuits so warm and savory in my warming closet? When I
thought of being sold, my short curved legs seemed to bend more than
ever, and my black stove pipe choked from the soot. I suppose it was time
for me to go, but it would be lonely without the family.
Mter checking the savings in the sugar bowl, the master declared
they couldn't afford a new stove. The family seemed almost relieved at
hearing the news. How happy I was! My coals brightened up as I gasped
a puff of air in through the bottom of my grate. Ah, tthe tbougbt of being
able to stay here in this house and serve this family. I have a feeling of
warmth, and I do not keep it a secret, nor do I ever mtend to, for I have
shared it many times when one of the family backs up close to me on a
cold wintery morning.
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CICERO'S OPINION OF THE GREEKS
EULOGY OF ROMAN
TRUSTWORTHINESS AS WITNESSES
At quos testes audietis? Primum dicam, id quod commune est,
Graecos; non quod nationi huic ego unus fidem derogem. Sed sunt in illo
numero multi boni, docti, pudentes, qui ad hoc judicium deducti non sunt;
multi impudentes, inlitterati, !eves, quos variis de causis video concitatos.
Verum tamen hoc dico de toto genere Graecorum: tribuo illis litteras, do
multarum artium disciplinam, non adimo sermonis leporem, ingeniorum
acumen, dicendi copiam; testimonioum religionem et fidem numquam ista
natio coluit, totiusque hujus rei quae sit vis, quae auctoritas, quod pondus,
ignorant. Qui autem dicit testimonium ex nostris hominibus, ut omnia
verba moderatur, ut timet ne quid cupide, ne quid iracunde, ne quid plus
minusve quam sit necesse dicat!
(This passage is taken from Cicero's Pro Fiacco, 9, 12.)
Translated by Sue Wheeler

But what witnesses will you hear? First I shall say, that which is
general, the Greeks; not that I alone belittle the trustworthiness of this
nation. But there are in that number many good, learned, and honorable
men who have not been brought to this opinion; many shameless, unlearned
and fickle men whom I see disturbed for various reasons. Truly, neverthe·
less, I say this about the whole nation of Greeks : I yield literature to
them, I grant the skill of many arts, I do not take from them the charm
of their conversation, the keenness of their ability, the abundance of their
speaking; this nation never cherished scrupulousness and loyalty in testimony, they are totally unaware of the significance of testimony, its influence,
its weight. On the other hand he who gives testimony from our men : how
he weighs all his words, how he fears that he may speak passionately,
that he may speak angrily, that he may say more or less than is necessary.
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VALUE OF A LIBERAL EDUCATION
Quodsi non hie tantus fructus ostenderetur, et si ex his studlis
delectatio sola peteretur, tamen, ut opinor, bane animi remissionem humanissimam ac liberalissimam judicaretis. Nam ceteras neque temporum sunt
neque aetatum omnium neque locorum. At haec studia adulescentiam alunt,
senectutem oblectant; secundas res ornant, adversis perfugium ac solacium praebent; delectant domi , non impediunt foris; pernoctant nobiscum,
peregrinantur, rusticantur.
(CICERO: PRO ARCHIA)
Translated by Mary Sue Barlow

But if this o great enjoyment were not offered, and if delight alone
were sought from the study of literature, nevertheless, as I believe, one
would consider this relaxation of mind cultural and most appropriate to
a free-born man. For other relaxations are not suitable to all •times, neither
to all ages nor to all places. But these studies strengthen the youth, delight
the old age; they enhance prosperity, furnish a place of refuge and relief
t o adversity; they delight us at home and do not hinder us abroad; they
spend the night, travel, and go to the country with us.

AN UNHAPPY JOURNEY
Miseriae nostrae potius velim quam inconstantiae tribuas quod a
Vibone, quo te arcessebamus, subito discessimus. Allata est enim nobis
rogatio de pernicie mea, in qua quod correctum esse audieramus erat
ejus modi ut mihi ultra quadringenta milia liceret esse, illuc pervenire
non liceret.
Statim iter Brundisium versus contuli ante diem rogationis, ne et
Sicca, apud quem eram, periret et quod Melitae esse non licebat.
Nunc tu propera ut nos consequare, si modo recipiemur. Adhuc invitamur
benigne, sed quod superest timemus.
Me, mi Pomponi, valde paenitet vivere; qua in re apud me tu
plurimum valuisti. Sed haec coram. Fac modo ut venias.
(Cicero to Atticus. Written while on the way to Brundisium .)
Translated by Mary Sue Barlow

Please ascribe it to my unhappiness rather than to my changeableness
that I have suddenly departed from the neighborhood of Vibo, to which I
summoned you. For the bill was brought to me concerning my loss, in
which what we had heard had been amended was of this manner that it
was allowed me to live beyond four hundred miles ; to Vibo it was not ·
permitted me ·to come.
Immediately I turned my journey toward Brundisium before the day
of questioning, lest both Sicca whom I was with be ruined and because
I was not allowed to live at Malta.
Now hasten to follow me-if only I am received. Up to now I am
courteously invited, but I fear what remains.
My Pomponius, it makes me very sorry to be alive; in this matter
you have been very influential with me. But these things in pel"Son. Only
don't fail to come.
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THE COMFORT OF SOLITUDE
Apud Appuleium, quoniam in perpetuum non placet, in dies ut excuser
videbis.
In hac solitudine careo omnium colloquio, cumque mane me in
silvam abstrusi densam et asperam , non exeo inde ante versperum.
Secundum te nihil est mihi amicius solitudine. In ea mihi omnis sermo
est cum litteris. Eum tamen interpellat fletus, cui repugno quoad possum,
sed adhuc pares non sumus.
Bruto, ut suades, rescribam. Eas litteras eras habebis. Cum erit
cui des, dabis.
(To Atticus. Written soon after the death of Tullia, 45 B. C. by Cicero)
Translated by Deanna Bartcer

You will see that excuses are made daily to Appulius, since you do
not approve of one general excuse.
In this solitude I am free from the conversation of all men and
when in the morning I have concealed myself in the dense and cruel
forest I do not withdraw from that place until evening.
Nothing is more friendly to me than solitude except you. In it all
my conversation is with letters. Nevertheless, tears interrupt it, which I
resist as long as I can, but as yet we are not equal.
I will write Brutus as you advise. This letter you will have tomorrow.
Give it to a messenger when you have one.

ON THE VALUE OF PHILOSOPHY
Peccatorum nostrorum omnis a philosophia petenda correctio est.
0 vitae pholospohia dux, o virtutis indagatrix, expultrixque vitiorum! Non
modo nos sed omnino vita hominum sine te esse potuisset? Tu urbes
peperisti. Tu dis&ipatos homines in societatem vitae convocasti. Tu eos inter
se primo domiciliis deinde conjugiis tum litterarum et vocum communione
junxisti. Tu inventrix legum, tu magistra morum et disciplinae fuisti. Ad
te confugimus. A te opem petimus. Tibi totos tradimus. Cujus igitur potius
opibus utamur quam tuis, quae et vitae tranquillitatem largita nobis es, et
terrorem mortis sustulisti?
(A passage from Cicero's Tusculanae Disputationes, 5, 2, 5.)
Translated by Gloria Compton

All correction of our faults must be sought from philosophy. 0 philosophy, the leader of life, the explorer of virtue and the expeller of
vices! What would not only we but mankind in general be without you?
You have brought forth cities. You have called men scattered into a
common society. You have joined them together first ·i n homes, then in
marriage, then into a bond of writing and of speech. You have been the
discover of laws, you have been the teacher of customs and of learning.
To you we flee. From you we seek help. To you we surrender ourselves
entirely. Whose aid therefore should we use more than yours, you who have
bestowed on us the tranquillity of life and have removed the fear of death?
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WEARY OF LIFE
Utinam illum diem videam cum tibi agam gratias quod me vivere
coegi9ti! Adhuc quidem valde me paenitet. Sed te oro ut ad me Vibonem
statim venias, quo ego multis de causis converti iter meum. Sed eo si
veneris, de toto ,itinere ac fuga mea consilium capere potero. Si id non
((eceris, mirabor, sed confido te esse facturum .
(To Atticus. Written at Vibo, 58 B. C. by .Cicero.)
Translated by Diann Barker
If only I could see that day when I could express thanks to you because

you urged me to live. Up until now, indeed, to live
But I beg you to come immediately to me at Vibo,
my journey for many reasons. But if you come here,
a plan about all of my journey and my flight. If you
think it strange, but I trust that you will do it.

makes me very sorry.
whither I have turned
I will be able to make
do not do this, I shall

lllih I
THE MOON
By Urban Link

As the sun sets and a blanket of darkness covers the earth, the moon
appears from behind a dark cloud and looks down at the world below. He
sees that late worker hurrying home to his family and to that meal long
overdue. He also sees friends bidding good·byes after an evening's visit.
As he looks out of the corner of his eye, he spots a couple sitting on a park
bench gazing at him with love in their eyes, and he bestows a warm smile
on them. One by one the lights go out, and he watches the people settle
down for a night's sleep. He stands guard for those sleeping and acts as
a guide for those who have not yet reached home. He knows he must soon
vanish from the skies for it is but a few hours until daylight. He is not sad
because, once again, he has been able to witness the earth when it was
peaceful and happy, and he knows that he will appear again.
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A SUDDEN STORM
By Theresa Carol Carte
It was the driest July I had ever seen. As I looked across the browncrusted fields, I could see heat waves rising from the suffering ground.
I could feel and smell the foilage as it turned toward the earth and died.
Suddenly, thunder clouds began to gather in the northwest skies. Day
quickly turned into the darkest night. The clouds began to toss and turn,
moving with great force across the sea-blue sky. Never had there been
>'iUCh a sky!
The wind rose and I watched the trees bend to the soil. I could
sense the seriousness of the wind as I felt the very house in which I
stood tremble under my feet. Frightened, I listened to the wind pressing
against the windows, sounding like huge drums beating in the distance.
The rain began to fall ; all at once there was a great deluge. It was
as though the heavens had opened up and poured down a great sea.
Finally, the rain and wind stopped. As I walked out into the yard
I could feel the grass come alive again and soak up the water which was
gushing about me. It was as if the rebirth of nature had occurred before
my eyes. Everything was divinely still and beautiful.

AND THEN!
By Judy Snedegar

The most embarrassing day of my life was one Sunday about seven
years ago. This Sunday started the same as any other. I awoke early to
the pleasant aroma of frying bacon and brewing coffee. These pleasant smells
made me hurry out of bed and go down to breakfast. After breakfast I went
back to my room to get ready to go to church. I put on my new yellow dress
and my white shoes and was soon ready to go. When Mother and Daddy
finally got ready, we started. Since this was July 4, we were in an especially
happy mood.
When we got to church I decided to go on to my Sunday School room.
When I walked in I saw several boys gathered in a corner giggling. I
didn't think much about this at the time, but I did later on. When the
teacher came, she told us all about the history of July 4 and what it
should mean to us. I happened to look around, and I saw one boy hand
another one something. He looked as if he had successfully robbed a bank,
but he wasn't too successful for the teacher saw him. Her face turned a
slow red and she said, "Tommy, what are you doing?" Tommy, still looking
very pleased with himseU, said he wasn't doing anyOting, so nothing came
of that. But before long Tommy was at it again, and this lime he got
caught. It turned out that he was playing with some firecrackers . This made
the teacher furious, and she looked as if she would like to shake him until
he couldn't stand. But she held her temper and made him put the "toys"
away.
After Sunday School, several of us girls always tried to sit with the
minister's wife because that made us feel so grown-up and important. This
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Sunday I was the only one who sat up front with her. Oh, I was so proud
of myself, and I imagine I looked pretty smug. I sang all the hymns as
if I were trying out for a place with the Ray Charles Singers. Then, suddenly
it happened! As I sat down I looked under the seat in front oi me and I
saw what I thought was a piece of discarded bubble gum. I put my foot on
it and pressed and WHAM!
You would have thought someone had dropped an atomic bomb on
the church. The minister looked as if he had just seen Casper the Friendly
Ghost walk in front of him. He turned white and completely forgot what he
was saying. The organist hit a sour note and looked as if someone had
shot at her. But the most violent reaction was from Mrs. Frey, the minister's
wife. She nearly turned the seat over when it happened. She was shaking
as if she had just had a nervous breakdown. All this time I just sat there
and looked like a little innocent cherub. I wasn' t going to admit that I had
just caused the most alarming event in the history of the Owingsville
Christian Church.
After church, when everyone came out, you could tell something had
happened. The people were talking among themselves and asking each other,
"What on earth happened?" They looked as if they had just come from
the most frightening experience in their lives. One man said he had seen
a small, ragged boy throw a firecracker in the front door of the church.
The minister said he never would have known what had happened if my
daddy hadn't told him. And just to think, I did it all with my little foot,
not that I was very proud of it!

TERMiNATION
By Allen Moon

Lottie's parlor was only a small polltion oi her home; but it was
here that all or her past memories were stored. From the books on the
shelves, worn and browned with age, to the large Persian carpet concealing
the worn panels or the floor boards, everything held reminders and hints
or days gone by. The massive grandfather clock stood as a solitary reminder
oi time flying swiitly by outside this chamber, but here time had momentarily stopped, as if to catch its breath during its incessant search for
termination. The highly gilded frames on the wall held family portrai~s
which seemed to be looking down on the lone inhabitant, sitting gravely in
her rocking chair. Many colored tiles, now grayed by smoke from the
fire place, decorated the hearth and dully reflected the flickering light oi
the dying embers. A couch or heavy dark oak, upholstered with weighty
red velvet, held a position of prominence by the fire-side. The large maple
door remained open to those who dared to break the serenity of the interrior.
It too would some day fall from its binges, crumble, and turn to dust as
would the objects in the room and its lone inhabitant.
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FOREST FIRE
By Judy Jones

The silence in the forest hung thickly over the trees like the silence
in the nursery as the mother ooflly tiptoes past the sleeping child. The
sky was a deep, clear blue with baby-sort polka-dot clouds scattered across
it. The cat-like silence with which the mist crept over the forest and settled
there, blocking the rays of the sun , held some mysterious connotation for
the small woods creatures. The trees with their brightly colored leaves
appeared to be a giant bouquet of many-colored flowers - bright gold of
sunshine; red of flame; brown of rich, dark earth from which all trees
come; green of the deep ocean on a clear, calm day.
The squirrels scampered about the forest , gathering a store of food
for the winter. Their brown, glistening coats sparkling when touched by a
thin sunbeam which managed to penetrate the fog's seemingly impenetrable
cover. Suddenly a small squirrel set erect and snified at the air, his eyes
wild with terror, all senses panicking. That thin, acrid odor had a smell
of death in it. Smoke! The animals began running widly, madly, in the
direction opposite the fire. Behind them raced the raging inferno, whipped
onward, faster and faster , by the wind. Tbe leaves of the trees rustled
in protest of this outrageous attack by that monstrous ogre - fire. Stiiiiy
the trees stood, and proudly, as they would stand after the fire had finished
gorging itseU on them and left them to find more food. The trees stood,
erect and proud even in their death.
The only thought in the animals' minds was to reach the river. On
and on they ran toward the river with the red monster ever-gaining on
them. Just ahead - the river and safety. Faster and more wildly they
raced to the safety of the water. The death screams of those creatures
that didn't reach the safety of the water rang through the forest. The animals
jumped into the river, breathing heavily and choking on the smoke which
was in the air. Although burning branches might fall on them, there was
a chance they would not be burned alive.
The fire reached the river and slowly hissed and died - rolling steam
where there once was smoke and flame. Slowly and cautiously, one by one,
the animals edged up the river bank to return to their home&, but the
earth was too hot to stand on. They stood and glanced around, their eyes
darting from one familiar spot to another. They whimpered with bewilderment and fright, unable to comprehend what had happened. They stared
at the desolate blackness of what had, only a short time ago, been a
beautiful, brightly-colored dwelling-place for birds, animals, and trees. The
bright green moss carpets had completely disappeared. Tbe multi-hued leaves
on the trees were no longer in existence. The beauty of the trees was
totally ruined; they were no longer like giant flowers. Now, they were
charred sticks, black with smoke even where they weren't burned. Mutely
the animals turned away and crossed the river to find new homes in the
forests on the other side.

Spanish
LA ALHAMBRA
By Alicia Faye Bailey

La noche esta obscura, mas obscura que las cavernas mas obscuras
de la tierra. Nada se puede ver. De pronto, todo esta iluminado con los
vientos fuertes que ventean las nubes pesadas fuera de la luna nena.
Todavia hay una obscuridad extrana, algo obstruye la luz de la luna.
Es una fortaleza misteriosa y majestuosa que se eleva sobre Granada, la
Alhambra . Las fuentes y los bancos de piedra, bordean la senda que sube
desde la quebrada escarpada que esta abajo. El viento oscila las rama s
y las induce a echar sombras fantasticas.
La Alhambra se Ilena con las sombras y las tonadas de muchas
memorias. Lo& cuartos que estan vacios ahora no pueden decir de todo
lo que ha pasado en ellos. Las fuentes vierten sus aguas preciosas en los
jardines exquisitos aunque no hay princesas moras que van a pie por las
oondas floridas. El exquisito encaje de estuco parece pared de miel cuando
la luz del sol da brillo a el. Por las ventenas graciosas y con arcos que
anaden tanta dignidad a Ia fortaleza, se pueden ver las Sierras Nevadas
donde los gitanos todavia viven en cuevas, dicen fortunas, y bailan el
flamenco.
Pero, espere! Que es aquel ruido? Es Ia tonada dulce de Ia musica?
Tal vez es Zorahayde tocando su laud mientras suspira por su amado y
sus hermanas. 0 es solo el viento?
Que es aquello en Ia ventana con Ia rejilla? Es uno de los caballeros
valientes que vuelve de vagar por el patio de los leones donde Ia sangrt>
de los hombres que fueron asesinados todavia colora el pavimento? No, e:s
solo Ia sombra de una rama que se ladea.
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Hay muchas leyendas acerca de los jardines, las torres, y los patios
de Ia Alhambra. La fortaleza majestuosa, que lo& moros construyeron, ha
resistido terremotos y tormentas. Pero, entonces, esta encantada. En un
arco a Ia entrada, esta esculpida una mano enorme, asi como una Dave
en el portal cerca de ella. Ia leyenda dice que el encanto durara basta que
Ia mano se extienda agarre Ia llave. Entonces Ia Alhambra se caera y
todo el tesoro que los moros han enterrado debajo de ella, se revelara.

THE ALHAMBRA
The night is dark, darker than the darkest caverns of the earth.
Nothing can be seen. Suddenly all is illuminated as the strong winds blow
the heavy clouds away from the full moon.
Yet, there is a strange darkness, something blocks out the moonlight.
It is a towering, majestic fortress high above Granada, the Alhambra.
Fountains and stone benches border the footpath that ascends from the steep
ravine below the palace. The wind sways the branches of the trees and
causes them to cast eerie shadows upon the path.
The Alhambra is filled with the shadows and sounds of many
memories. The rooms that are now empty cannot tell of all that has
happened in them. The fountains sprinkle their precious water in the luscious
gardens even though there are no Moorish princesses to walk along the
flowery paths. The exquisite stucco lace looks like a wall of honey when
the sunlight shines through it. Through the graceful, arched windows that
add so much dignity to the fortress can be seen the Sierra Nevadas where
the gypsies still live in caves, tell fortunes, and dance the flamenco.
But wait! What is that noise? Is it the soft strains of music? Perhaps
it is Princess Zorahayda playing her lute as she yearns for her lover and
her sisters. Or is it only the howling wind?
What is that in the latticed window? Is it one of the brave cavaliers
who haunts the Court of Lions where the blood of the men mas&acred there
still stains the pavement? No, it is only the shadow of a waving branch.
There are many legends about the gardens, towers, and courts of
the Alhambra. Thls majestic fortress that the Moors built bas with&tood
e·>r 'hquakes and storm&. But, then, it has a spell on it. On an arch at
ihe entrance is engraved a gargantuan hand. A giant key is etched on
a portal near it. Legend says that the spell will last until the hand
reaches down and grasps the key. Then the Alhambra will fall and all
the treasure that the Moors have buried beneath it will be revealed.
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NOT IN VAIN
By Emily Dickinson
If I can stop one heart from breaking,
I shall not live in vain:
If I can ease one life •the aching,

Or cool one pain,
Or help one fainting robin
Unto his nest again,
I shall not live in vain.

NO EN VANO
Si puedo parar un corazon de
quebrarse,
No vivire en vano:
Si puedo una vida calmar,
0 una pena mitigar,
0 un debil petirrojo ayudar
A su Dido otra vez,
No vivire en vano.
Translated by Lucy Buitrago
Freshman at MSC from Colombia

FELICIDAD
Wrltt.n by Jackie Wicker

Habia ido de carino en carino, 1
de camino en camino
basta hallarte.
Me seduyo por su sonrisa,
su pelo de oro,
1 sus ojos azules.
Ahora yo canto
con los pajarillos en los arboles
porque estoy alegre contigo.

HAPPINESS
I bad gone from love to love, and

from road to road
until I found you.
You lured me with your smile,
your golden hair,
and your eyes ot blue.
Now I sing
with the little birds in the trees
because I am happy with you.
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LEWIS COUNTY'S MfSSTAKE
By Jean Walle

Last fall, as I squished across the muddy fairgrounds to the dressing
room for the beauty contestants, I felt a terrible urge .to flee. The more
I considered the prospect of Jean Walje as a Miss Lewis County candidate,
the more I longed to satisfy this urge to depart. But pride and a very
determined father pushed me on through the gooey grass and into the
dressing room.
This dressing room was the cold, naked trailer of a truck. The chair
and mirror that composed the furnishings of the room seemed to further
dwarf the trailer. However, if the trailer was not overflowing with furniture ,
it was overflowing with noise. Amid the clatter and chatter of excited girls
rang an occasional clang as someone accidentally banged the metal wall of
the trailer.
There was also a wealth of people cluttering up the dressing room.
The eleven other candidates were amusing themselves in sundry ways.
The veteran girls, confident in their experience, posed for picture after
picture with the same shiny smiles. These shiny smiles were partially
due to the application of vaseline on the lips and teeth of the girls. The
novices, having just discovered this trick, interrupted their nervous applications of hair sprays and cosmetics long enough to "cream their lips." In
any of the above activities each girl was aided by fluttering female relatives.
Into this bubbling mass I hurled my energetic (a nd chubby) self.
First I examined myself in the mirror. (After the first glance, this took
considerable cour age.) My generously lacquered hair felt like a ton of
bricks, and I noted that it looked as if a ton of bricks had been resting
on its highest swirl. My eyelashes were barely visible, but each freckle
was making a spectacle of itself. Rather than scrutinize my mouth, I
elected to study that which exists from the second chin down. I quickly
returned to my mouth, which looked rather dull. Having spread vaseline
on my lips, greased my teeth, and swallowed some, I again stepped before
the mirror and tried to smile. After spending a few minutes trying to
control my slippery lips, I walked over to the chair and collapsed.
The announcer blared out the news that the contest was beginning.
:IIy part would have been simple if it hadn't been for my weak knees and
high heels. I lurched onto the stage, blinked at the glaring lights, and
peered into the crowd. (Not only were my family and friends hiding, but
my Bible school class was also nowhere to be seen.) Squinting sexily at the
judges I made a supreme effort to control my knees and elevated shoes
and staggered off the stage.
A few minutes later all of us girls were lined up to speak to the
judges on stage. The youngest judge asked me if I were cold. After checking
to be sure that my bathing suit wasn't slipping or sliding I demanded,
"Now what do you think?" He laughed and offered me his sports jacket.
(He was just kidding, unfortunately.) The next judge asked about a part
of our domestic policy. (My answer would make Jimmy Hoffa's rigamarole
seem logical and straightforward.) The final judge painfully pointed out
my shrieking Bible school class as she inconspicuously hunted in her purse
for an aspirin.
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At the proper moment of excitement, last year's queen announced
the winner - me. With a gasp I edged timidly forward as I waited for
her to say, " Oh, I am sorry, but I've made a terrible mistake." She,
instead, attempted to anchor the crown in my rather still tresses before
she retired smiling faintly. With the crown perched precariously on my head,
I stepped forward to receive the roses and trophy.
This story can be authenticated by various pictures of me that were
taken that night. In each photograph I am planted on those very high heels,
with my knees obviously shaking, my lips frozen in a smile (? ), and my
hands clasping the trophy with the desperate grasp of a dying man. Yes,
there I wobble - Lewis County's Misstake.

WHEN THE LIGHTNING STRUCK
By Virginia Dalton

The sun has been biding behind the clouds all day. The wind is
blowing slightly, and a few leaves are swirling in the air. A rumble of
thunder is heard in the distance while the sky grows darker, as if night
were approaching. A lone tree, with its branches swaying softly in the
breeze, is standing on a nearby slope. Suddenly, from out of the sky comes
a flash of light, followed by a loud, ear-splitting noise.
The sky becomes clear. The tree standing on the hill is now marked
by a gleam of white where a strip of bark has peeled. The lig~ning has
struck.

THE ROOM
By Mary Van Hoose

The Christmas tree spilled its magnificence from the floor to the
ceiling of the room. The warm colors went dancing in all directions, across
the old comfortable lounge chair, where Dad always sat, and down the
marble-topped coffee table that stood in front of the black couch. The
mantel was decorated with green holly and red berries, and sliver candle
sticks stood in the foreground. Colorful stockings bung in a line by the
chimney, and there was a log burning brightly in the fireplace. The flames
from the fire danced with the streams of light from the bulbs on the tree
and made everything look cozy and comfortable. The old grandfather clock
stood ticking proudly in the corner near the book case.
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A LEnER
By Faye Fallen

Sunday Night
Dear Kaye,
How does this cold November day find you? I have had goose pimples
ever since I saw Alfred Hitchcock's production of Psycho Tuesday night.
You said you saw the movie too? Wasn't it wonderful?
Geraldine Edwards, one of my roommates, went Thursday night to see
a play and, having Psycho on our minds, my other roommate and I decided
to play a trick on her by making "graves" for the three of us while she
was gone.
We used three sheets of typing paper, stapled together and rounded
at the top, for each tombstone. Bernice cut the paper and stapled it together while I printed my epitaph:
Here lies the body of Fallen, Faye
Who died while taking the right-of-way ;
She thought she was right as she sped along,
But now she's dead because she was wrong.
Bernice thought up a good epitaph for her tombstone too!
Here lies Pratt, Bernice
Who made a little slip;
TrJed to knife Faye
And took a little trip.
Kaye, I just have to tell you why she wrote this. After seeing Psycho
Tuesday night, I was going to take a shower. Since it was occupied, I just
took a tub bath. Bernice had heard me say that I was afraid to take a
shower alter seeing the movie, so she came in the bathroom, jerked the
shower curtain open, a nd raised a large butcher knife as if to stab me.
The girl in lbe shower screamed. Bernice's mouth dropped open, and her
eyes got big as she exclaimed, " You're not Faye! " Bernice had invited
some other girls to come to watch the performance. They had all gathered
around, and it proved to be embarrassing to her when she found she had
scared the wrong girl.
We thought up Geraldine's epitaph and it read:
Here lies the body of Edwards, Geraldine
Who died when she was only nineteen;
She went to see Psycho all alone
And had a heart-attack on the way home.
After we put up the tombstones, both of us had innumerable ideas.
We took the sheets off the beds and draped the furniture to give the room
a haunted look. Then we rolled up our blankets to resemble bodies and
put them in the beds. By this time the room was beginning to take on lbe
appearance of a combined morgue and cemetery.
It was almost time for Geraldine to come home so we ran down the
hall to invite two friends to join us in our clothes closets to hear the
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comments Geraldine would make upon entering the room. I had put
stuffed donkey in a chair and draped it with a sheet. It looked just
Norman's mother, if you remember how she looked. Alter we turned
water on in the basin for a morbid sound effect, we locked the door
hid in the closets to wait for Geraldine.

my
like
the
and

We couldn't stand to stay in those dark closets for long; we began
to feel strange and have a terrified feeling. Bernice said her eyeballs seemed
to be shrinking. She asked me to feel them, and I told her I didn't feel
any change. I was beginning to break out in a cold, clammy sweat, so we all
stepped out for some fresh air.
Just as we got out of the closets, the knob turned and we knew it
was Geraldine. While she was getting her key, we quickly got back into the
closets. When she opened the door and saw the light was off, she thought
that we were in bed. She simply went over, turned the lamp on, stared,
and began laughing.
We all ca me out of the closets, disappointed. The least we expected
Geraldine to do was faint. After going to bed, I woke up about one o'clock.
When I glanced over and saw that stuffed donkey sitting in the chair, I
was the one that fainted .
Hope to hear from you soon.
Love,
Faye

THE HANDS OF BEAUTY
By Gloria McDa niel

In the short story, "My Mother's Hands," the author, Robert Fontaine,
gave a very vivid description of his mother 's hands. His description was
based on the viewpoint of his father who thought that his wife's hands were
still as young, soft, and lovely as they were when he married her fifty
years before. In reality, her hands were old and wrinkled, with veins standing
out on the backs of them like thin, blue ropes on a white surface.
My hands are young and smooth, with no wrinkles or veins to mar
the smooth, still soft, surfaces of them. Yet, compared with my hands,
hers were more beautiful despite their age and wrinkles. Her hands were
experienced, old only because of years. Her hands were used for the service
of her family , for washing, ironing, mending, and cleaning the home for
their comfort. Her hands had helped flower s to grow to add more beauty
to her home. Yet, her hands, to her husband, were soft and young as a
kitten's paw. It is true that my hands are young and soft, but they are
not as beautiful as hers because they have not served a family as they will
later, nor have they helped a flower grow from an infinitesimal grayish-brown
seed to a strong, adult plant.
My hands will be beautiful when they have touched a weary, fevered
brow, or comforted some child, or cared for a home for the comfort of a
beloved family.
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THE HIGH COST OF INRGRITY
By Judy Jones

The price of integrity is high and is very bard to pay. Most men
today sell their integrity rather than pay the high price for, it. These men
are cowards, weaklings. They are afraid of being shunned or spurned by
society or by their friends. They falsely believe that their friends will think
them old-fashioned and their ideas out-moded. They are afraid, and rightly
so, for the man who keeps his integrity sometimes loses nearly everything
else worth having.
Mr. Stevens, a man I met in Dayton, Ohio, refused to sell his integrity
and is now paying a very high price for it. During the Second World War
Mr. Stevens was approached by some men wanting him to join the Communist Party. He joined the party, but what his friends did not know was
that he joined under orders of the F.B.I . He worked as a counter-spy for
many years and, under instructions from the F.B.I. , advanced to a high
position in the Communist Party. One evening a neighbor discovered Mr.
Stevens' connection with the Communist Party. The next morning, when
Mr. Stevens left for work, be was horrified at the sight of the car and the
house. They were both smeared with red paint. A chicken was hanging
above the door. That evening Mr. Stevens decided that it would be best
for the family to move.
Everywhere he went it was the same story. He would work at a
new job for a while and then, for some mysterious reason, he would be
fired . His wife and daughters were persecuted unmercifully. The girls were
taunted by their classmates; children hurled stones and insults at them
constantly. His wife was the object of open scorn for the neighbor women;
when she wasn't being insulted she was ignored. This went on for nearly
ten years.
In the late fifties, the F.B.I. broke the Communist Bloc in Dayton.
Mr. Stevens was free of any connection with the Communists but was still
shunned. The reason - no one believed his fantastic story about working
for the F.B.I. After the Communist Party in Dayton was destroyed the
F.B.I. agency felt it safer for him to change his name so he chose the
name of Stevens. Today, be and his family are in constant danger. If the
Communist leaders ever find out where he is, it means certain death for
him and his family. In spite of all this I cannot help but feel that this
man takes pride in his work. In fact, he wrote a book, I Led Th,.... Lives,
about his experiences as a counter-spy, and a television series was made
from the book. Most people know this man by his pseudonym, Herbert A.
Philbrick.
Wouldn't America be a wonderful place if all men had this man's ideas
and beliefs about integrity? The trouble is that the ordinary men are afraid
of being social outcasts, wanting, more than integrity, to be liked and
approved. There are very few men today who are willing to pay the price
for integrity. Will Americans be willing to pay the price in the future or
will they sit back and let someone else do it? What price - integrity?
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THE TOWER
By Jeckie Wicker

The boy dragged the canoe through the vines and bushes, down the
slope to the water's edge. After looking furtively around the clearing to
see if he were being followed, he pushed 'the canoe into the water, climbed
in, and paddled quickly away !rom the shore.
Behind him lay the ruins that had puzzled his tribe for generations.
From the m came the foods enclosed in the round metallic objects
that could be opened with a sharp tool. Another type of delicacy was the
liquids in the glassy containers. From these sweet syrupy liquids, the tribe
obtained the only sugar in their diet.
The boy lived in one of the many long, underground tunnels in the
ruins. The tunnels were kept lighted with a yellow, sluggish liquid that also
came from the metallic objects. Here in this stronghold, the boy's tribe
was able to fight off the many weak tribes that constantly plagued them
for food.
He winced as he thought of the tribes - one in particular. Their
leader had asked for food; his people were too weak to hunt. The boy's
tribe had refused. "After all," they told themselves, "have we not lived
here since the beginning of time? And did not our fathers, and their father's
fathers fight for this stronghold?"
He quickly forgot the tribe and the ruins as his thoughts turned to
his mission to the tower. From the days of his earliest boyhood the tower
had been ihe greatest of all mysteries to him. Here, his tribe believed, was
the dwelling place of the gods. No one dared approach the tower, for fear
he would receive the same fate as had Valor.
The boy knew the story well. "Once Valor, the tribe's chief huntsman,
had organized an expedition to the island that held the tower. The villagers
had stood on the shore and watched. Black clouds suddenly had obscured
the sun. Then, as though the gods had sent their wrath upon the defiant
men, a great storm had arisen. The boat that held Valor and his companions
had overturned. While the frightened tribesmen watched, the men drowned."
Remembering the story, the boy shivered with fright. He looked steadfastly at the tower he was rapidly approaching. Despite its state of deterioration, it did seem to possess an almost-human form. Its form had prompted
him to labor secretly in the woods building the crude canoe which now
carried him onward to his destination.
He suddenly realized that he was almost upon the island. He looked
for a place to beach the canoe, and finding a suitable spot, he went ashore.
After securing the canoe with some large stones, he walked bravely toward
the tower. As he entered, it seemed to him that the winds whistling
through the corridors were mocking him and his foolhardiness. He paused
before approaching a flight of steps in the center. Hesitatingly, he began
'to climb them - first slowly, then with acceleration. For what seemed lite
an eternity, be did nothing but climb. Finally be reached the top. Pausing
a moment to catch his breath, he strode doggedly toward the windows.
The sight was breathtaking. To his left was the stronghold; to the
right, the river a.n d the bordering woods. Glancing toward the - ground,
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first with interest, then with horror, he beheld a giant hand lying on the
ground below. A sudden clap of thunder smote the stillness of the hot
summer air and sent him running for the stairs. Down, down, down, he
ran, until he could see the bottom. Then one misstep and he had fallen.
Everything went black as he sank into unconsciousness.
When he awoke, all was quiet once more. He did not know bow long
be had been "asleep". He guessed from the amount of light in the corridor
that it was mid-afternoon. He began to wander aimlessly through the corridors. He thought anly about the past few days - the stronghold, his family,
and the weaker tribes. He wondered how his tribe would receive him when
be returned. Would be be honored for his bravery, or be reprimanded?
As he felt the first pangs of hunger, be simultaneously thought of the
weak tribes. "Perhaps we have been wrong," he told himself. He turned
a corner and almost passed on before he saw it. The handwriting on the
wall! Most of it was worn away, and save for the first two lines he could
scarcely make it out. The plaque said: Give me your tired, Your poor . . .
Directly below, a line read : Presented to the U.S. by France, 1889 A.D.
As he left the building, he found a sign that said : STATUE OF LIBERTY ...

SOLITUDE AND THE NIGHT
By Malinda S. Moore
As I stand gazing out the window of Allie Young Hall, I am amazed
by the spacious nocturnal scene before me.
It is nine p. m . on the college campus. Classes are being dismissed
and people are hastening to their destination.
Low dark rain clouds give the feeling of an approaching storm. A
cool air is stirring, and the curtains from the window blow in my face,
obscuring my view for a moment.
The mercury-vapor lights glow brilliantly along the boulevard. From
the town, a background of colored lights flashing on and off make a
beautiful horizon. A lonely moon is sharing its light-barely peeking through
the clouds. As I look to the sky again, I see one, two, three tiny twinkling
stars, the most beautiful specimen of God'~ work.
Although it is peaceful and quiet, by listening closely I hear numerous
night sounds. The trees are restless, whispering to one another. Here and
there, a dog is barking for his mate or his master. The lonesome whoowhoo of the train whistle sends shiver& over my body. The Hollywood
muffler on a hot rod breaks the silence like a surprise attack in the
middle of the night.
A climax to the night scene brings couples, arm in arm, to the
romantic spots around the campus. Idle park benches come to life as
lovers linger for: a last good night kiss before curfew.
The shade is drawn and the spell is broken.
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Portions

. . . The crickets are chirping, the frogs are croaking, and the fish are
rippling the water on the pond. The cattle are still moving about before
settling down for the nights rest. Tllen as the night is drawing still closer,
the first hooting of an owl is heard. Suddenly a star appears. The day is
~ne.
. . . By stephen Day
--0-. . . The tall slender pine, silhouetted against the light blue sky, sent its
branches soaring from the central axis of its rough brown bark, bearing
needle-shaped leaves and brown sturdy cones out into the still air. The green
foilage clung tightly to the black etchings against the sky and seemed to
move rhythmically with every gesture of the wind. The needles went laughing into the breeze, and the stony cones went tumbling with a playful thud
into the bed of ice and snow surrounding the tree. . . . By Mary Van Hoose
--0-. .. Yo!ll" stomach begins to quiver as if it were made of jelly, instead
of being hard and tough as leather after days and weeks of hard practice
to make it tough. You suddenly feel as if the whole crowd is watching
just you instead of that star halfback that has been getting all the headlines
while you have been getting all the knocks and bruises. You just know that
you will miss a block and look foolish right before the whole gang, not to
mention that cute little blonde that you have a date with after the game.
• • • By Roger Dixon
--0-. . . A church may be large or small, wooden, brick, or marble, with
or withottt a steeple, but nevertheless, it is the one sanctuary where man
can go to forget his cares and burdens. This is the one place he can be
comforted when there is no one to console him.
Everybody who has seen the small, peacelul-loolcing building in the
country, or the small building on the street corner knows that it is a
church. Perhaps everyone doesn't call it by the same name, but whatever
name it is known by, all know they are welcome to go inside and worship
God. The church is the one true intermediary between God and man.
• . . By Gloria McDaniel
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. . . It is a more horrible crime to murder the desire to learn and know
in a person than to kill his physical body. What is the empty shell without
the egg? Nothing. Oh, you may paint it and decorate it, but it will soon

fade and break. The body is but a container for knowledge, and after the
desire to know is gone, there is little left. Perhaps there is routine left, but
there is nothing to look forward to. There may be a nl!gging thought that
there was something better, once, in the past. There was once something
to live for and look forward to.
. . . By Alicia Bailey
--0-. . . What is one of the most powerful things in the world? Words! Word~
bold the power to start wars, to bring about peace, to make friends, to
lose friends, to save lives, and to change people's pattern of thinking.
. . By Sharon Bailey
--0-. . . The main function of any college, whether large or small, is to
educate its students in as many ways as possible. A person usually comes
to college because be wants to further his education in one special field.
His goal in life is high, and to reach it he must get more education than
he r eceived from his high school.
. . . By Darlene Brady
--0-. . . Political prejuJice is very common today. Nearly everyone in each
of the two major political parties of the United States is prejudiced against
the other party. Being reared as a strong Republican, I had the idea that
a Democrat was someone who was always telling lies about the Republicans.
He was loud - always bragging about the wonderful deeds his party had
done - and was sometimes fat and ugly. Now I can see this mental image
was all wrong, but it is still bard to accept Democrats as close friends
until I have known them a long time. 'this childhood image left me with
a slight distrust of anyone from that political party.
. . . By Wilma Jean Crawford
--0-. . . A miniature zoo occupies the lop bunk. A black-and-white bulldog, with
a tangerine satin ribbon around its neck, stares from its post keeping watch
over its mistress's bunk. Silting next to it is a citron and cream, floppyea rned rabbit with half its whiskers gone, as though it's been in a fight.
Around the rabbit's neck is tied a pale pink bow . . . By Sharon Bailey
--0-. . . Honesty is being true to people, not only your friends, but everyone
with whom you are in contact. It is being true to God in every possible
way. With honesty, you are able to face anyone without feeling guilty,
asham ed, or fearful.
. . . By Darlene Brady
--0-. . . Words are important tools. How skillfully we use them depends upon
our desire to be a successful person in our social, academic, and professional
lives. We should all strive to have absolute control over these powerful
symbols. We should master them in speech as well as in writing, whether
for personal or professional reasons.
. .. By Wanda Holbrook
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. . . Slang is today not generally regarded as standard usage, but it is used
by the best speakers, occasionally, in highly informal contexts. Sometimes
a slang word becomes part of the colloquial or informal vocabulary or
part of a specialized vocabulary. People who work together find tlrey can
use slang very well. In a shoe store, the salesman might say, "Give me
a Benny". He actually wants a size "B". In baseball, the players mght
say, "Come on, throw that ball around the horn." They are actually saying,
" Throw the ball around the infield." Many people today seem t{) make up
their own language, and when they do, slang falls very comfortably into
their vocabulary.
. .. By Roben Shapiro
--0--

. . . A great teacher stimulates his students to think for themselves and
also presents the facts in such a way as to have them become motives
for further learning. A teacher who teaches his students to think is helping
them to live a richer life both inside and outside the classroom .
. . By Wilma Jean Crawford
--0--

. We passed stores that were sleeping like hibernating bears waiting for
spring. The stores, however, were waiting for Monday. We reached the
church, climbed the stairs, and entered the cool stillness that was like
a cellar. The church gave me a reverent feeling that made me want to drop
to my knees and thank God for making a world with so many freedoms .
. . . By Ann Cottrell
--0--

. . . No other social activity in the world can provide as much entertainment and up-to-the-minute news, as the party-line telephone. At six o'clock
in the morning, neighbors are telling one another of their plans for the
day. At twelve o'clock noon, they are discussing what is on the stove for
dinner, how badly their hip hurts and who ran off to get married.
. . . By Martha Jean Lewis
--0--

. . . One hundred years from now, there will be so many new words and
changes in old words that we won't be able to recognize our own language.
People will continue making verbs from nouns. No doubt, a short trip to
the moon will be referred to as moonizing, and a continuous longing to
go to the moon will be referred to as moonitis. Bomb shelter& will probably
be called radioactive-falloutstoppers, and Halloween false-faces will be called
pseudofacial coverings.
. .. By Wilma Jean Crawford
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LIMERICKS
By Rlchud Osterrieder

A buxom young lady from Rio
Caused quite a furor with the trio;
Her dress was too scanty,
And instead of andante
She swung it allegro can brio.

--0-An amoeba named Sam, and his brother,
Were having a drink with each other;
In the midst of their quaffing
They split their sides laughing
And each of them now is a mother.
--0--

A professor I know has a fad:
It is nothing so dreadfully bad,
And yet it seems silly
To wave a green lily,
And yodel because you are glad.
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